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ABSTRACT An innovative negative group delay (NGD) theory based on a unity direct chain feed-

back (UDCF) circuit topology is developed in this paper. This NGD circuit is an active cell constituted

by an operational amplifier in feedback with a four-port RC-network. This NGD circuit theory is developed

based on the S-parameter model analytically established from the equivalent impedance matrix. The UDCF

group delay frequency response is expressed as a function of the feedback RC-cell and the operational

amplifier parameters. The NGD analysis of the developed UDCF cell is introduced. According to theoretical

analysis, under a certain condition, the UDCF topology is susceptible to behave as a low-pass NGD

function. The UDCF cell NGD characteristics are defined theoretically. The theoretical prediction is verified

numerically and experimentally in both the frequency- and time-domain by designing and fabricating an

active PCB prototype. The simulations and experimentations show that the UDCF circuit exhibits an NGD

of approximately -38 ns with NGD cut-off frequency of about 5.5MHz. More importantly, it is demonstrated

in the time-domain that the low-pass NGD effect enables the UDCF cell to generate advanced output with

sinc waveform input voltages.

INDEX TERMS Circuit theory, negative group delay (NGD), active topology, S-parameter modeling, time-

domain demonstration, unit direct chain feedback (UDCF).

I. INTRODUCTION

The performance of modern electronic circuits and systems

depends implicitly on the operating signal delay. The detri-

mental effect of undesirable signal delays can be encountered

in different electronic devices [1]–[3]. The time delay may

affect globally both discrete time and time varying system

globally performances. In a recent study, a prediction scheme

for input delay was investigated [4]. In addition, a condition

of linear system stability was established as a function of the

dwell-time parameters [5].

Signal latencies constitute key elements during the design

cycle and the fabrication process of electronic and electrical

engineering systems. Different modules of the time-delay

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Yingsong Li.

function can be found at various levels of engineering sys-

tems. For example, time-delay systems were implemented

to control the time lags used in vibrational feedback con-

trol [6]. An improved stabilization method dedicated to typ-

ically linear systems with time delay was reported in [7].

Subsequently, a delay-dependent H-infinity control of lin-

ear descriptor systems was introduced [8]. Delay-dependent

criteria were found to be required for robust stability analy-

sis [9]. According to the study reported in [10] that the prob-

lem of time-delay systems stability may involve an integral

inequality. Therefore, the development of innovative meth-

ods for time-delay systems remains a desired goal for auto-

matic and electronic design engineers as well as simulation

engineers.

Signal propagation and group delays remain limiting

factors for circuit operation speed for passive or active
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systems [11]. In addition to the undesirable noise issues,

group delay effects degrade the radio frequency (RF)

electronic device performances [12]. Approximations of all-

pass time-delay meant for RF analog filters were intro-

duced in [13]. Generally, techniques to alleviate these effects

use positive time or group delay. However, a technique

based on negative group delay (NGD) has also been devel-

oped [14]. This counterintuitive technique consists of sig-

nal delay cancellation based on the NGD of low frequency

amplifiers.

Note that NGD phenomena are not contradictory but are in

fact required by causality [15], [16]. In addition, the existence

of the NGD phenomenon has been demonstrated with the

occurrence of signal advance [17], [18]. An NGD passive

circuit was incorporated with a resonant filter function ana-

lytically related to the absorption effect [19]. Furthermore,

the NGD phenomenon was observed with audio signals in

low frequency circuits [20] and within a photonic crystal

structure [21]. Based on the NGD effect, a system for real-

time signal prediction has been proposed [22], [23] and

hypothesized to be of relevance in neural computation in

general [24] and in the human motor control system in par-

ticular [25]. It stands to reason that the utilization of NGD

in applications has limits, for example, limits due to insta-

bilities and long transients in linear systems [26], [27] and

inherent losses in passive circuits [28]–[30]. To overcome

the latter effect, active circuit topologies based on the use

of RF/microwave field effect transistors (FETs) [31] and

low noise amplifiers (LNAs) [32], [33] have been devel-

oped recently [31]. To broaden the use of NGD function

to electronics and electrical design engineers, nonconven-

tional circuit theory for which the NGD behaviors are similar

to the linear filter gain was investigated in [31] and [34].

This similarity pedagogically the way towards practice of

NGD engineering by future engineers. The analogy between

NGD and filter response is prominent to the possibility

of NGD function implementations in electrical and other

systems.

Nonetheless, RF transistor-based NGD circuits do not

operate efficiently with the DC component of baseband sig-

nals. As a result, in the present paper, an innovative NGD the-

ory of RC-network and operational amplifier-based topology

is proposed. Using the proposed approach, the designability

of operational amplifier based Low-pass NGD topology to

operate in Mega-Hertz RF frequencies is demonstrated both

theoretically and experimentally in the frequency-domain

and the time-domain. In this paper, the NGD theory of an

innovative active circuit topology is investigated. The paper

is focused on the analysis and synthesis of a typical low-

pass NGD topology. In difference with the previous works

proposed in [33]–[36]:

• The NGD topology developed in the present paper

involves a four-port passive RC-network in feedback

with an operational amplifier compared to a sim-

ple two-port network for the topology introduced

in [36].

• The NGD theory developed in the present paper

is constructed with the two-port S-parameter model,

while paper [36] is simply base on the voltage

transfer function. The analytical expressions of reflec-

tion and transmission coefficients are established. The

NGD analysis is established with the group delay

from the transmission coefficient in function of the

passive feedback circuit and the operational amplifier

parameters.

• The NGD analysis includes the stability aspect in func-

tion of the feedback circuit parameters. This stability

analysis is never being done before based on the authors

best knowledge.

• And the NGD analysis introduced in paper [36] is only

limited to the frequency domain simulations. However,

the present paper proposed more complete study includ-

ing both the frequency and time domain simulation and

measurement results.

The paper is divided into three sections. Section II describes

the theoretical analysis based on S-parameter modeling

and establishes the NGD characteristics from the S-matrix

elaboration. Different from the all previous NGD

theories [14]–[36], to the best of the authors’ knowledge,

the analytical formulation in this paper regarding the stability

of NGD feedback circuit is unique. Section III considers

numerical parametric analyses and experimental valida-

tions. Parametric analyses based on numerical modeling will

be compared with theoretical calculations. The proof-of-

concept (POC) printed circuit board (PCB) is fabricated as

an NGD circuit prototype and then, experimental validations

in the frequency-domain and the time-domain are discussed.

Section IV provides a discussion of the results and the

conclusion.

II. THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION OF THE PROPOSED

UNITY DIRECT CHAIN FEEDBACK (UDCF) TOPOLOGY

The present section is focused on the theoretical concept

involving the NGD cell constituting the UDCF topology.

In this section, the S-parameter model is developed, the NGD

analysis and characterization are introduced, and the synthe-

sis method as a function of the NGD circuit specifications is

derived.

A. THEORY OF THE UDCF GENERAL TOPOLOGY

The electrical circuit under study belongs to the type of

feedback system shown in Fig. 1. The electrical circuit to be

investigated will be established from this general configura-

tion. This UDCF topology is distinguished by the fact that the

direct chain transfer function is equal to unity. The feedback

chain is generated via the subtraction of the main input and

output. By denoting jω the angular frequency variable with

j =
√

−1, the general input and output can be denoted Vi(jω)

and Vo(jω), respectively. The feedback voltage via the chain

F(jω) must be equal to:

Vf (jω) = F(jω) × Vo(jω). (1)
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FIGURE 1. General topology of the UDCF system.

FIGURE 2. Amplifier operational-based UDCF general topology.

To realize the subtractor, we will use the classical circuit

based on the operational amplifier. The following paragraph

describes the analytical investigation of the UDCF based on

this subtractor element.

B. OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER BASED FOUR-PORT

FEEDBACK CHAIN TOPOLOGIES

According to circuit theory, the feedback chain of the UDCF

must be a passive system to increase the potential stability

of the overall system. The UDCF system can be built using

subtractor designed with the R-resistor parameter as shown

in Fig. 2.

The resistors R serve to ensure the input and output access

matching. To initiate the analytical process, the feedback

system is assumed to be represented by a four-port chain

as depicted in Fig. 2. It is worth to note that compared to

the simple two-port network, the four-port feedback network

enables to avoid the instability issue. The feedback chain can

be characterized by the transfer matrix:

[F(jω)] =
[

F11(jω) F12(jω)

F21(jω) F22(jω)

]

. (2)

Different from thework proposed in [35], in the present paper,

we suppose that the operational amplifier presents the voltage

conversion gain as a frequency dependent quantity expressed

as:

G(jω) =
g

1 + jω/ω0
. (3)

The term g = G(ω ≈ 0) represents the DC gain and the term

ω0 is the 3-dB cut-off angular frequency.

C. Z-MATRIX EXPRESSION

Acting as two-port system, the impedance or Z-matrix is

defined by:

[V (jω)] = [Z (jω)] [I (jω)]

⇒
[

V1(jω)

V2(jω)

]

=
[

Z11(jω) Z12(jω)

Z21(jω) Z22(jω)

] [

I1(jω)

I2(jω)

]

. (4)

The Z-matrix of the UDCF topology can be established from

the basic principles of circuit theory. By taking into account

the expressions defined in (2) and (3), we have:

[Z (jω)] =





R 0
R · F11(jω)G(jω)
F11(jω) + G(jω)

R



 . (5)

Note that [Z (jω)] is dependent only up to the first element

of the feedback system matrix chain. The quantities F12, F21
and F22 do not affect the impedance matrix. The simplest

lumped circuit able to generate the NGD function must be

constituted by both resistor and capacitor elements. The fol-

lowing subsection develops the S-parameter analysis of this

general topology.

D. GENERAL S-PARAMETER OF THE NGD TOPOLOGY

The S-parameter analysis developed in the present paper is

performed with the reference impedance R0 = 50 � which

can be calculated from the Z-to-S matrix transform. Conse-

quently, the S-parameters can be calculated from the Z-matrix

defined in (5) via the relationship:

[S(jω)] =
{

[Z (jω)] −
[

R0 0

0 R0

]}

×
{

[Z (jω)] +
[

R0 0

0 R0

]}−1

. (6)

Therefore, the S-parameters of the circuit presented in

Fig. 2 can be expressed as:

[S(jω)] =
[

S11(jω) S12(jω)

S21(jω) S22(jω)

]

, (7)

with

• the isolation coefficient:

S12(jω) = 0, (8)

• the reflection coefficients:

S11(jω) = S22(jω) =
R− R0

R+ R0
, (9)

• and the transmission coefficient:

S21(jω) =
2R0R G(jω)F11(jω)

(R0+R)2

G(jω) + F11(jω)
. (10)

Substituting the operational amplifier transfer function

defined in (3), expression (10) becomes:

S21(jω) =
2R0R

(R0 + R)2
gω0F11(jω)

gω0 + (ω0 + jω)F11(jω)
. (11)

The NGD from this transmittance analysis can be performed

coefficient by calculating the associated group delay. Subse-

quently, the NGD existence condition can be formulated.
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E. MAGNITUDE, PHASE AND GROUP DELAY OF THE

TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENT

The magnitude of the previously defined transmission coef-

ficient can be written as:

S21(ω) = |S21(jω)| =
2R0R

(R0 + R)2
×
N (ω)

D(ω)
. (12)

with:














N (ω) = gω0

√

ℜ [F11(jω)]
2 + ℑ [F11(jω)]

2

D(ω) =

√

[ω0(g+ ℜ [F11(jω)]) − ωℑ [F11(jω)]]
2

+ [ωℜ [F11(jω)] + ω0ℑ [F11(jω)]]
2 ,

(13)

where F11(jω) = ℜ [F11(jω)] + jℑ [F11(jω)]. The associated

transmission phase:

ϕ(ω) = 6 S21(jω), (14)

is defined by:

ϕ(ω) = arctan [ψn(ω)] − arctan [ψd (ω)] . (15)

by taking:










ψn(ω) =
ℑ [F11(jω)]

ℜ [F11(jω)]

ψd (ω) =
ωℜ [F11(jω)] + ω0ℑ [F11(jω)]

ω0(g+ ℜ [F11(jω)]) − ωℑ [F11(jω)]
.

(16)

The NGD analysis will be elaborated from the group delay

definition:

τ (ω) = −
∂ϕ(ω)

∂ω
=
∂ [arctan [ψd (ω)] − arctan [ψn(ω)]]

∂ω
.

(17)

The group delay is derived from the transmission phase via

equation (15). For any real function ψ(ω), the calculation

involves the following analytical derivation:

∂ arctan [ψ(ω)]

∂ω
=

∂ψ(ω)
∂ω

1 + ψ2(ω)
. (18)

This convention yields the following compact inequation of

NGD existence conditions:
[

1 + ψ2
d (ω)

]

ψ ′
n(ω) −

[

1 + ψ2
n (ω)

]

ψ ′
d (ω) > 0. (19)

with:
{

ψ ′
n(ω) = ∂ψn(ω)

∂ω

ψ ′
d (ω) = ∂ψd (ω)

∂ω
.

(20)

This condition can be explicitly rewritten as a function of the

feedback chain parameters as:

ω0ℜ [F11(jω)]
4 + f3ℜ [F11(jω)]

3

+f2ℜ [F11(jω)]
2 + f1ℜ [F11(jω)] + f0

ℜ [F11(jω)]
2

{

ω0 [g+ ℜ [F11(jω)]]

−ωℑ [F11(jω)]

}2
> 0, (21)

FIGURE 3. UDCF NGD cell constituted by an amplifier operational in
feedback with an Rx C-network.

with:


































































































f0=







ℑ [F11(jω)]
∂ℜ [F11(jω)]

∂ω
{

ω2ℑ [F11(jω)]
2 + 2ωω0gℑ [F11(jω)] + g2ω2

0

}







f1=























2ω0ℑ [F11(jω)]

{

ω0g

+ωℑ [F11(jω)]

}

∂ℜ [F11(jω)]

∂ω

+

{

2ωω0gℑ [F11(jω)]−
ω2ℑ [F11(jω)]

2 − ω2
0g

}

∂ℑ [F11(jω)]

∂ω























f2=



















ω0ℑ [F11(jω)]
5

+ω0{2ωℑ [F11(jω)] + ω0g}
∂ℑ [F11(jω)]

∂ω

+{ωω0g− ω2ℑ [F11(jω)]}
∂ℜ [F11(jω)]

∂ω

!



















f3=ω0g+ ω2 ∂ℑ [F11(jω)]

∂ω
.

(22)

This NGD existence conditionwill be realized by using actual

circuit parameters in the next section by focusing on the case

of an RC-cell as the feedback network.

III. NGD INVESTIGATION OF THE RC-CELL BASED

TOPOLOGY

As a concrete illustration of the previously described circuit

theory, the present section is focused mainly on the NGD

analysis of the RC cell-based feedback topology.

Fig. 3 represents the configuration of the UDCF topology

to be developed in this paper. Clearly, the direct chain gain is

equal to unity.

The feedback chain is constituted by the L-cell passive

RxC-network generated with the operational amplifier of the

main input and output. The general input and output voltages

can be denoted V1(jω) and V2(jω), respectively. The access

currents I1(jω) and I2(jω) are associated with port 1 (input)

and port 2 (output), respectively. The resistance Rx, which

is connected to the ground, is implemented to generate a

positive gain. The resistors R serve to ensure the input and

output access matching.
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After a brief analytical definition of the constituting blocks

of the topology, the analytical S-parameter modeling is

described in the next paragraph.

A. ANALYTICAL DEFINITION OF THE CONSTITUTING

BLOCKS

According to circuit theory, the feedback chain of the UDCF

must be a passive system to increase the potential stability of

the overall system. To initiate the analytical process, the feed-

back system is assumed to be represented by a four-port

chain. It can be demonstrated that the RxC-network feedback

system presents the following transfer matrix:

[T (jω)]=
[

T11(jω) T12(jω)

T21(jω) T22(jω)

]

=
[

1 + RxY (jω) Rx
Y (jω) 1

]

,

(23)

with:

Y (ω) = jωC +
1

Rx
. (24)

B. S-PARAMETER OF THE GENERAL TOPOLOGY

The S-parameter analysis developed in the present sub-

section follows the same approach as that introduced in

Subsection II-D.

Knowing the feedback chain transfer matrix, the Z-matrix

of the UDCF topology depicted in Fig. 3 established from

expression (5) is given by:

[Z (jω)] =





R 0
R G(jω) [1 + RxY (jω)]

1 + G(jω) + RxY (jω)
R



 . (25)

As pointed out in the previous section, the reflection and

isolation coefficients are the same as those introduced in (8)

and (9). However, the transmission coefficient becomes:

S21(jω)=
2ω0R0Rg(2+jωRxC)

(R0+R)2

2jω + ω0 [2 + g+ jωRxC(ω0 + jω)]
=
Nrc(jω)

Drc(jω)

(26)

For the analytical clarity, let us take:






Nrc(jω) =
2ω0R0Rg(2 + jωRxC)

(R0 + R)2

Drc(jω) = ω0(2 + g− ω2RxC) + jω(2 − ω2
0RxC).

(27)

The NGD analysis established from this transmittance coef-

ficient by calculating the associated group delay will be

discussed in the next subsection.

1) MAGNITUDE, PHASE AND GROUP DELAY OF THE

TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENT

The magnitude of the previously defined transmission coef-

ficient can be written as:

S21(ω) = |S21(jω)| =
|Nrc(jω)|
|Drc(jω)|

. (28)

Accordingly, the corresponding magnitude is written as:

S21(ω) =
2ω0R0Rg

(R0+R)2
√

4 + (ωRxC)2

√

ω2
0(2 + g− RxCω2)2 + ω2(2 + ω0RxC)2

.

(29)

The associated transmission phase is given by:

ϕ(ω) = arctan

[

Im(Nrc(jω))

Re(Nrc(jω))

]

− arctan

[

Im(Drc(jω))

Re(Drc(jω))

]

,

(30)

which will become:

ϕ(ω) = arctan

(

ωRxC

2

)

− arctan

[

ω(2 + ω0RxC)

ω0(2 + g− RxCω2)

]

(31)

This equation implies the hereafter detailed formula of the

UDCF cell group delay:

τ (ω) =
ω0

[

R4xC
4ω4 + R2xC

2(8 + 6g+ gRxCω0)ω
2

+2(2 + g)(4 − gRxCω0)

]

(4 + R2xC
2ω2)

[

R2xC
2ω4 + +ω2

0(g+ 2)2+
[4 + RxCω0(RxCω0 − 2g)]ω2

] .

(32)

2) STABILITY ANALYSIS

The stability analysis can be performed in three different

complementary ways.

a: ANALYSIS 1

First, the analysis of the transfer function represented by S21
is introduced. Next, with a system acting as a two-port circuit,

the analysis based on the S-matrix via the Rollett stability

factor is developed.

According to circuit and system theory, the proposed topol-

ogy is unstable when the denominator of expression (26) is

equal to zero. It implies the following equation system with

the unknown ω:
{

Re {denom [S21(jω)]} = 0

Im {denom [S21(jω)]} = 0,
(33)

which becomes:
{

2 + g− RxCω
2 = 0

2 + RxCω
2
0 = 0.

(34)

However, this equation system does not have any solution.

Note that the expression of the transmission coefficient guar-

antees that the UDCF topology is conditionally stable.

b: ANALYSIS 2

The stability factor derived from the S-parameter defined as:

µ(ω) =
1 − |S11(jω)|2

|S12(jω)S21(jω)| +

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

S22(jω) − S∗
11(jω)

[

S11(jω)S22(jω)

−S12(jω)S21(jω)

]

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2
(35)
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with:

S∗
11(jω) = conj [S11(jω)] . (36)

By considering the S-parameters introduced in (7), this sta-

bility factor is transformed as:

µ(ω) =
1

|S11(jω)|
, (37)

which becomes:

µ(ω) =
R+ R0

|R− R0|
. (38)

It is note worthy that this quantity is obviously higher than

unity:

µ(ω) > 1. (39)

Moreover, the circuit proposed in Fig. 1 fulfills the stability

necessary condition.

c: ANALYSIS 3

The stability can also be defined from the matrix impedance

[38]. By inverting the matrix defined in expression (25),

we have the following admittance matrix:

[Yn(jω)] =





1/R 0
ω0g(2 + jωRxC)/R

ω0(1 + g) + jω(1 + RxCω0g)
1/R



 . (40)

As introduced in [38], the proposed two-port analog circuit is

stable under the following condition:

K (ω) =

2ℜ
[

Yn1,1 (jω)
]

ℜ
[

Yn2,2 (jω)
]

−ℜ
[

Yn1,2(jω)
]

ℜ
[

Yn2,1(jω)
]

∣

∣Yn1,2(jω)Yn2,1(jω)
∣

∣

> 1. (41)

The analytical calculation with the admittance matrix

expressed in (40) givesK (ω) = ∞. As a result, condition (41)

is always respected and the circuit is unconditionally stable

for any values of R, R0, Rx and C .

3) NGD ANALYSIS

By aiming to establish the low-pass NGD, we must investi-

gate the transmission coefficient magnitude and group delay

at very low frequency ω ≈0. In this case, the magnitude of

the UDCF cell transmission coefficient is given by:

|S21(jω)|ω=0 =
4gR0R

(2 + g)(R0 + R)2
. (42)

The group delay, at very low frequency ω ≈ 0, is written as:

τ (0) = τ (ω)|ω=0 =
4 − RxCω0g

2ω0(2 + g)
. (43)

Obviously, this quantity is negative under the following

condition:

RxCω0g > 4. (44)

This inequation is equivalent to the following relationship

between the RxC-network and the operational amplifier

parameters:

RxC > (RxC)min =
4

ω0g
. (45)

Thus, the UDCF cell can behaves as a low-pass NGD func-

tion. The NGD cut-off frequency (which is also the NGD

bandwidth) ωc of the proposed UDCF cell is defined as the

root of the equation:

τ (ω) = 0. (46)

This condition implies the analytical solution:

ωc =
√√

g(2 + x) [32 + g(18 + x)] − 8 − 6g− gx

RxC
√
2

, (47)

with:

x = RxCω0. (48)

This quantity can be rewritten as:

ωc =

√

gx

√

(

1 + 2
x

) (

1 + 32+18g
gx

)

− 8 − 6g− gx

RxC
√
2

. (49)

In the present study, we are focusing on the particular case of

a low-pass NGD circuit built with the RxC-network with:

1

2πRxC
< 10 MHz, (50)

and a high-speed operational amplifier:

ω0

2π
> 1 GHz. (51)

By hypothesis, we may have the following relationship:

1

RxCω0
=

1

x
≪ 1. (52)

By implementing with the second order limited expansion

with respect to 1/x, we have:
√

(

1 +
2

x

) (

1 +
32 + 18g

gx

)

≈ 1 +
2(8 + 5g)

gx
+ O(

1

x2
).

(53)

Consequently, equation (34) can be approximated as:

ωc ≈

√

gx
[

1 + 2(8+5g)
gx

]

− 8 − 6g− gx

RxC
√
2

=
√
2(2 + g)

RxC

(54)
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4) SYNTHESIS METHOD

Let us denote the targeted transmission gain, reflection coeffi-

cient, NGD level and NGD cut-off frequency as the following

real variables respectively:


















g0dB > 0

rdB < −10

τ (0) = τ0 < 0

ωs ≪ ω0,

(55)

The NGD synthesis method aims to determine the UDCF

circuit that can fulfil these specifications. Indeed, this method

consists of calculating the parameters R, Rx and C , and

the operational amplifier parameter g given the angular fre-

quency ω0. The circuit parameters must be the roots of the

equations below:

• input and output access matching:

S11(ω ≈ 0) = S22(ω ≈ 0) = r, (56)

• transmission gain:

S21(ω ≈ 0) = g0, (57)

• NGD level:

τ (0) = τ0, (58)

• and NGD bandwidth:

ωc = ωs. (59)

a: SYNTHESIS OF R

The value of resistor R calculated from equation (56) is given

by:

R =
1 + r

1 − r
R0. (60)

The value can also be calculated by inverting equation (57).

In this case, the resistor R synthesis equation is given as

follows:

R =
2g− g0(g+ 2) + 2

√
g [g− g0(g+ 2)]

g0(g+ 2)
R0. (61)

It is found that this equation gives a realistic positive value

only under the following condition:

g0 < g0max =
g

g+ 2
. (62)

b: SYNTHESIS OF G

We can also determine the operational amplifier parameter g

knowing the resistance R. In this case, by inverting equation

(56), the following expression is obtained:

g =
2g0(R0 + R)2

4R0R− g0(R0 + R)2
. (63)

In this case, a realistic positive value is obtained from this last

equation under the following condition:

g0 < g0max =
4R0R

(R0 + R)2
. (64)

Substituting expression (53) into (60), the expected gain can

be rewritten in function of r as follows:

g =
2g0

1 − g0 − r2
. (65)

In this case, the desired reflection and transmission coeffi-

cients must verify the following condition:

g0 < g0max = 1 − r2. (66)

c: SYNTHESIS OF RxC

This quantity of the feedback chain parameters can be deter-

mined by inverting equations (55) or (59), yielding the fol-

lowing respective synthesis formulas:

RxC =
2 [2 − ω0τ0(2 + g)]

ω0g
, (67)

RxC ≈
√
2(2 + g)

ωs
. (68)

Combining the two equations, the relationship between the

NGD level and cut-off frequency is established:

ωs ≈
ω0g

√
2(2 + g)

2 [2 − ω0τ0(2 + g)]
. (69)

It can be emphasized that the NGD level and NGD bandwidth

are inversely proportional.

5) CHARACTERIZATION OF THE UDCF TOPOLOGY

The performance of the NGD topology depends especially on

the NGD level and bandwidth. In addition to the microwave

circuit performance, the NGD figure-of-merit (FoM) can be

assessed with the formula:

FoM =
τ (ω ≈ 0)ωcS21(ω ≈ 0)
√
S11(ω ≈ 0)S22(ω ≈ 0)

. (70)

Knowing that,

S11(ω ≈ 0) = S22(ω ≈ 0), (71)

this FoM can be simplified as:

FoM =
S21(ω ≈ 0)

S11(ω ≈ 0)
τ (ω ≈ 0)ωc. (72)

Considering the expressions of the reflection coefficient in

(9), the transmission coefficient in (42), and the group delay

in (43), the previous equation becomes:

FoM =
4gR0Rωc(4 − RxCω0g)

2ω0(2 + g)2(R0 + R) |R− R0|
. (73)

Substituting the approximate cut-off frequency introduced

earlier, this FoM can be estimated as:

FoM =
4g

√
8 + 4gR0R (4 − ω0gRxC)

2
√
2ω0(2 + g)2RxC(R0 + R) |R− R0|

(74)

To verify the effectiveness of the theoretical investigation,

simulation and experimental validation results will be dis-

cussed in the next section.
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FIGURE 4. SPICE schematic of the ideal circuit simulated for the
parametric analyses.

IV. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

RESULTS

As discussed in Section II, the NGD UDCF POC circuit

can be designed. The design process is implemented in a

manner similar to that of classical and familiar electronic

analog circuits. To validate the NGD theory, parametric anal-

yses as a function of the specified gain and NGD level are

presented. The simulated and experimented results in both

the frequency-domain and time-domain are discussed in this

section.

A. PARAMETRIC ILLUSTRATIVE ANALYSES

The proposed numerical analyses aim to illustrate the rele-

vance of the theoretical prediction. The relevant parameters

are the desired gain g0 and the group delay τ0 at very low

frequency ω ≈ 0. They were determined by the synthesis

method. The method consists of comparing the transmission

coefficient and the group delay of the synthesized circuit.

For these analyses, the specified input and output reflection

coefficients are r = −20 dB. It implies the matching resis-

tor value, calculated from equation (59) is R = 61.1 �.

The maximum expected gain is g0max = −0.087 dB. The

RC-network capacitor is fixed to 10 pF.

Two cases of S-parameter parametric simulations were

performed fromDC to 24MHz. First, the parametric analyses

were realized by varying the desired gain g0 from −1.2 dB

to −0.4 dB for a fixed group delay, followed by varying the

group delay τ0 from −50 ns to −20 ns for a fixed gain.

To do this, the S-parameters of the ideal circuit introduced

in Fig. 4 were simulated. The numerical analyses were run in

the ADS R© schematic environment.

During the simulation, an ideal operational amplifier pre-

senting conversion gain g and cut-off frequency f0=1 GHz

was considered. Table 1 summarizes the calculated parame-

ters of the ideal circuit. The table indicates the transmission

gain and the RC-network resistance. The simulated transmis-

sion coefficients and group delays from different values of

g0 and τ0 are plotted in Fig. 5 and in Fig. 6, respectively.

The proposed circuit is found to behave as a low-pass NGD

function. As predicted in theory, inversely proportional to

the transmission coefficient, the group delay absolute values

decrease with Rx. However, the group delay absolute value

increases with the operational amplifier gain g.

TABLE 1. Synthesized UDCF NGD Circuit Parameters Given the Expected
Transmission Gain g0 and Group Delay τ0 < 0.

FIGURE 5. Parametric analysis results of the group delay and the
transmission coefficient as a function of τ0.

To confirm this low-pass NGD function in a concrete

manner, measurements versus simulations of a real prototype

are discussed in the next paragraphs.

B. DESCRIPTION OF THE FABRICATED NGD PROTOTYPE

The optimized and normalized values of the implemented

components were chosen to implement the real PCB. A pro-

totype of a low-pass NGD active circuit was designed and

fabricated as a POC. Fig. 7(a) shows a schematic of the

designed NGD prototype.

As shown in Fig. 7(b), the prototype is a hybrid

PCB designed with the packaged operational amplifier

LMH6703 from Texas Instruments R©. The size of the
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FIGURE 6. Parametric analysis results of the group delay and the
transmission coefficient as a function of g0dB.

TABLE 2. Fabricated NGD Circuit parameters.

fabricated PCB is 30mm×40mm.During the simulation, it is

modeled with the ADS component presenting a conversion

gain g = 30 dB and cut-off frequency f0 = 1 GHz.

The considered operational amplifier was biased at

Vcc+ = +5 VDC and Vcc− = −5 VDC using a power supply.

In addition to the NGD circuit RF part, the bias network

includes the bypass capacitors.

Table 2 addresses the parameters of the fabricated NGD

circuit prototype including the component tolerances.

C. SIMULATED AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Frequency and time domain analyses were realized to illus-

trate the feasibility of the Low-pass NGD function with

the proposed UDCF topology. The obtained results will be

explored in the next paragraphs.

1) FREQUENCY DOMAIN RESULTS

The present frequency analyses consist of comparing the

transmission coefficient and the group delay from the sim-

ulated and measured S-parameters. The simulations are run

FIGURE 7. (a) Circuit design and (b) photograph of the tested NGD
prototype.

in the ADS R© environment of the electronic circuit designer

and simulator generated from the prototype shown previously

in Fig. 7. The S-parametermeasurements are completed using

a Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) from Rohde & Schwarz

(ZNB 20, frequency band 100 kHz to 20 GHz). These fre-

quency analyses are focused on the low frequency range from

DC to 12 MHz.

Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(b) display comparisons of the simu-

lated andmeasured transmission gain and phase. It is seen that

the trends of simulation and measurement results are in good

agreement. The high frequency deviation is explained by the

difference between the operational amplifier model and the

real one. Fig. 9 shows the correlation between the simulated

and measured group delay responses.

It confirms the low-pass NGD behavior of the tested cir-

cuit. As expected, an NGD of approximately -38 ns appears

at very low frequency. However, because of the fabrica-

tion imperfections and the operational amplifier unmatched

model the simulated and measured NGD cut-off frequencies

are different. It is worth to mention that the tested NGD

circuit presents input and output reflection coefficients better

than −15 dB in the NGD bandwidth. Moreover, the NGD
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FIGURE 8. Comparisons between the simulated and measured
transmission coefficient (a) magnitudes and (b) phases of the NGD
prototype shown in Fig. 7.

FIGURE 9. Comparisons between the simulated and measured group
delay of the NGD prototype shown in Fig. 7.

TABLE 3. Comparison of band pass NGD circuit characteristics with the
existing circuit available in [28], [29], [32].

prototype is unconditionally stable because the noise fig-

ure varies from 8.5 to 13.5 dB from DC to 0.1 GHz, i.e, noise

figure is much higher than unity.

The proposed low-pass NGD prototype characteristics are

compared with the existing circuits proposed in [28], [29] and

[32]. Ass summarized in Table 3, the introduced NGD circuit

presents a possibility to generate the most significant NGD

absolute value. In addition to the design simplicity, it enables

also to avoid the inherent losses.

FIGURE 10. Illustrative diagram time-domain experimental setup:
(a) input and (b) output signal measurements.

FIGURE 11. Photograph of the NGD time-domain experimental setup.

However, the NGD bandwidth is lower compared to the

notably to the passive NGD circuits [32]. This bandwidth can

be envisaged with cascaded several NGD cells.

2) TIME DOMAIN RESULTS

The time-domain validation aims to demonstrate the signifi-

cance of the Low-pass NGD function. The validation consists

of showing that the leading and trailing edges of the output

voltage vout (t) can be in advance compared to the input vin(t).

As illustrated in Figs. 10, the time domain experimental

validation is conducted by injecting pulse signal vin to the

tested NGD circuit.

During the test, the oscilloscope is configured to operate

with input impedance R0 = 50 �. The tested signals are

acquired by the oscilloscope through the T-SMA connec-

tor and SMA cables. During the tests, the input signal was

provided by the arbitrary wave generator (AWG) referenced

Agilent 33220A. As displayed in Fig. 9, the measured sig-

nals were visualized with the digital oscilloscope referenced

Agilent DSO9404A having 4 GHz bandwidth and 20 Giga-

sampling rate. For the present experimental study, the signal

generator produces a typically sinc wave pulse signal that is

a periodical signal having time-width of about 400 ns and
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FIGURE 12. Transient simulated and measured results of the NGD
prototype shown in Fig. 7. In bottom: Magnified view of the transient
simulated and measured results of the NGD prototype shown in Fig. 7.

amplitude of approximately 45 mV. The recorded input and

output transient signals vin and vout , respectively are plotted

in Fig. 10. Despite the NGD effect, because of the circuit

gain, the output signal amplitude presents an amplitude quite

similar to the input. The plots of input and output voltages

illustrate the evidence of time-advance.

Despite the SMA connector delay at the output port,

as depicted in bottom of Fig. 12, the leading and trailing edges

of the output signal vout is of about 30 ns in advance of the

input signal vin. This outstanding time-advance explains the

signature of the NGD effect. It can be realized with the low

pass NGD circuit for the input signal with 90 % of power

spectrum in the NGD bandwidth. Such NGD phenomenon

can only appear with a smoothed signal. It is noteworthy that

the NGD effect is not in contradiction with causality.

D. TIME-DOMAIN DEMONSTRATION WITH A

NON-PERIODIC AND SINGLE SHOT PULSE SIGNAL

One may be concerned about the feasibility of the time-

advance effect with non-periodical signals. To address this

issue, a demonstration was carried out the results of which

are described in the present subsection.

An innovative experiment based on non-periodic and non-

repetitive signal was performed. To do this, a transient signal

FIGURE 13. Photograph of the single shot pulse experimental results
with time window visualization in (a) magnified view of range 200 ns and
(b) in full scale range of 400 ms.

FIGURE 14. Time-domain measured results from the experimental setup
shown in Fig. 13(a).

representing a single shot pulse was generated by using the

internal burst function of an Agilent 33220A arbitrary wave

generator (AWG). With this burst function, the signal gener-

ator output behaves as a single sinc waveform with a 400 ms

time duration. The burst function is achieved by using trigger

function. As shown in Fig. 13(a), the generator output was

visualized by the oscilloscope as a sinc waveform after each

trigger instant time detection.
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The signal visualization was fixed after the single shot

pulse recording by stopping the generator. This test pulse is

generated without changing the other AWG parameters. The

full-scale range of the non-periodic experimental test with no

repetition of sequence is shown in Fig. 13(b). Note that, with

this 400 ms time window, only one single pulse is visible

corresponding to the generated AWG burst. As illustrated by

the 200 ns time window visualization of Fig. 14, the NGD

circuit output is earlier than the non-periodic single pulse

input.

Clearly, there is significant integrity between the input

and output signal waveforms. In a nutshell, the developed

NGD circuit operates with a time advance without anti causal

aspect.

V. CONCLUSION

An innovative NGD theory of an active circuit was developed.

The NGD topology used involves an UDCF cell implemented

with an operational amplifier and RC-network circuit. The

theoretical study was based on S-parameter modeling that

includes the stability analysis via the Rollett factor. The NGD

analysis as a function of the proposed UDCF cell parameters

was established. The appearance of the instability as a func-

tion of the operational amplifier bandwidth was investigated.

The proposed synthesis design method allows one to deter-

mine the circuit parameters as a function of the targeted NGD

is proposed.

The feasibility of the NGD theory was verified by the fab-

rication of a POC circuit prototype. First, parametric analyses

highlighted the verification of the NGD synthesis method.

Then, the simulated and measured S-parameters confirmed

the generation of NGD up to some Mega-Hertz. Similar to

an all active circuit, the proposed NGD topology presents a

capacity to operate with gain, matching and stability.

In the future, the developedNGDconcept can be prominent

for the enhancement of electronic circuits and systems. The

NGD low-pass, high-pass and bandpass circuits are future

potential candidates for use in the correction of signal delays

as propagation RC effects [37].
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